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Old money, new money
• Most money is already digital
– The least interesting thing about Bitcoin, and other distributed ledger
systems, is that they are digital
– Digital currencies are important for how they deploy the available technology
in a new way

•

The processes and structure of the financial system have evolved in
response to technological constraints which no longer exist
– Payments are an obvious example, when records were kept on paper it
made perfect sense to keep a central record and aggregate transactions to
reduce the administrative burden
– When computers first arrived, systems were digitised but processes were
not fundamentally rethought in light of what the new technology could do
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New processes lag new technology
• The digitisation of finance has echoes of the electrification of factories
more than a century ago
– Research shows that initially productivity barely changed as large steam
engines running all the machines in a factory were simply replaced with
large electric motors doing the same. This preserved all the existing
processes and all the problems that went with them (e.g. broken axels)
– Productivity gains only materialised when a new generation of engineers
adopted machines with individual electric motors. This allowed
associated processes to be rethought, revolutionising manufacturing

•

It took 30 years from the first introduction of electricity for this to
happen, long enough for a generation of factory managers to retire
and a comparable period to the introduction of computers to finance
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Digital Currencies - What History Teaches Us
Michael Kumhof
Senior Research Adviser
Research Hub
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Two Key Characteristics of the Medium of Exchange
1. Technology: What constitutes the medium of exchange?
• Token-based Money
• Credit-based Money

2. Trust: How is trust in this medium of exchange generated?
• Sovereign Power
• Private Arrangements
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• Technology - The Main Alternatives:
1. Credit-based Money:
— Public or private debit/credit ledgers.
— Medium of exchange ultimately represents someone else’s debt.
2. Token-based Money:
— Public or private tokens.
— Medium of exchange does not represent debt, just money.
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• Trust - The Main Alternatives:
1. Sovereign Power:
• The state maintains the debit/credit ledgers.
• The state issues the tokens.

2. Private Arrangements:
• Private parties securely maintain the debit/credit ledgers (strong banks).
• Private parties securely issue the tokens (Bitcoin).

3. Commodity Monies (Gold, Silver) - Mostly A Red Herring:
• Commodity value of currencies rarely was a dominant source of trust.
• Exception: Wartime.
• The state-determined exchange value of minted coins generally
exceeded their commodity value by a large margin.
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Five Major Eras in the History of Economic Exchange
1. First Agrarian Empires (before 600BC):
• Credit-based systems: 1000s of years before the arrival of token money.
• Sovereign—power-based systems: Ledgers were maintained by the state for
various official and religious reasons, overcoming the “barter problem” had
nothing to do with it.

2. Greece, Rome, India, China (600BC - 600AD):
• Token-based systems: Often based on metal tokens with very low
commodity value relative to face value (iron, bronze). Precious metals
currencies arrived later during this period.
• Sovereign-power-based systems: Confidence in tokens based on power of
the sovereign.
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3. Middle Ages:
• Credit-based systems: Ledgers based on virtual units of account.
• Mixed state/private-based systems:
— Some (few) minted coins.
— But mostly state or private tallies and ledgers.

4. Western Empires:
• Mixed token/credit-based systems:
— Significant role for bullion after 1204 and especially 1492.
— But increasingly bank deposits created through bank loans.
• Mixed state/private-based systems:
— Bank deposits: First recourse = loan portfolio of banks.
— But critical to have backup of banks by the state/central bank.
— Bullion as an alternative, especially during wartime.
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5. Post-WW-II:
• Credit-based systems: Ledgers maintained by private banks.
• Mixed state/private-based systems:
— Bank deposits: First recourse = loan portfolio of banks.
— But critical to have backup of banks by the state/central bank.
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Many Possible Futures
• Technology:
– Evolution seems to point back towards token-based systems.
– But many combinations of token/credit-based systems are feasible.

• Trust:
– The Bitcoin model: Entirely private generation of trust.
– Digital currencies issued by central banks: Trust would once more be
exclusively based on the power of the sovereign.
– Many combinations of state/private-based systems are feasible.
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What are digital currencies?
John Barrdear
Senior Economist (Research)
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The presentation in a nutshell
• Digital currencies as a new form of (token-based) money
– They are money (in all three functions) for at least for some people, and potentially
for a great many more
– Their monetary regimes are based on hard money (harder than the gold standard),
with all of its corresponding problems
– New tokens go to operators of the payment system

• Digital currencies as a new payment system
– Distributed: greater resilience, no central control, a coordination problem
– Pseudonymous (and possibly anonymous)
– Push-only (no ‘direct debits’): payments are final and cannot be imposed
– Individually cheap, but socially expensive (but this could be fixed)
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A distributed payment system
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A distributed payment system
• Payments are direct and ‘push only’
• Pseudonymous (possibly anonymous)
• No centralisation
– (Massively) increased resilience
– No central control of who pays whom

• Massively reduced counterparty risk
– Final settlement in minutes or seconds
– Therefore less (or no?) need for collateral

• No single ‘master’ ledger
– How do (potentially untrusted) parties
agree on the validity of a transaction?
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The cost to the users can be negligibly small …
• This is approximately zero relative to
dominant payment systems (cf. ~ 2.0%
for major card providers)
• Verifying transactions is subsidised with
the allocation of new currency (pure
seigniorage)
• For now, this is a reality
• In the long-run, this is not sustainable for
current digital currency systems
Sources: http://blockchain.info and Bank calculations.

– There will be a fixed eventual supply, so
the subsidy is not permanent
– There is an incentive problem …
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… but the all-in social costs can be large
• Top 500 global supercomputers
combined: 309 TFLOPs / second
• Bitcoin network: 4,300 TFLOPs / second
(Not really, but qualitatively indicative)

• This comes from a negative externality
– Chasing the reward for verifying a block
of transactions is a zero-sum game
– An incentive emerges to overinvest in
computing hardware

• If participants could trust each other, this
would go away
Sources: http://bitcoinrichlist.com, http://blockchain.info and Bank calculations.
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Digital currencies as a new form of money
• Almost anything can be a SoV
• To be a MoE, at least two people must
agree that an asset is a SoV
• To be a UoA, many people must view
the asset as a MoE, and agree that other
people will continue to agree (etc)
• Tax offices help solve the coordination
problem by providing a guaranteed
willingness to accept payment
• Digital currencies rely on their ‘superior’
payment system to achieve network
effects
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Bitcoin as a store of value
• The prices of digital currencies have
been extremely volatile
– σ(BTC/USD) = 17 x σ(GBP/USD)

• But the more important point is that they
have, and continue to have, a non-zero
value at all
• This seems to be self-sustaining order
without any state backing

Sources: http://blockchain.info and Bank calculations.
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Bitcoin as a medium of exchange
• Transaction rates are extremely low, but
definitely non-zero
• Many companies ‘accept bitcoins’
– Probably several thousand worldwide
– Includes Dell, Microsoft, Expedia, etc.

Sources: http://blockchain.info and Bank calculations.
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Bitcoin as a unit of account
• Many companies ‘accept bitcoins’ … but actually most of these only accept
standard currency ($, £, €, etc)
• Instead, intermediaries (Coinbase, Circle, etc) absorb all FX risk
• Prices remain set, and final settlement still occurs, in standard currency
• But some (very few) true believers do genuinely measure their personal
finances in bitcoins
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Digital currencies are ‘harder money’ than a gold standard
• A change in the £/gold exchange rate
could be decided by a few people
• For existing digital currencies, a change
in the pre-determined (path of future)
supply requires the consent of a
weighted majority of all users
• Sustained adoption would see ongoing
deflation (in BTC terms)
• No ability to respond to variation in
demand for money
– Seasonal, Cyclical, Structural
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Other major points
The “obviously” undesirable features are not essential
• The payment system and the monetary system are logically distinct and can be
separated
• A distributed payment system does not need to be based on total distrust

Other features being developed
• Total anonymity
• A distributed ledger is just a database … it can record the (transfer of) ownership of
any electronic record (shares, bonds, etc)
• Multi-asset payment systems
• “Programmable contracts”: derivatives as a sequence of conditional payments
What are digital currencies? (John Barrdear, 19 May 2015)
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Questions for central banks
•

There is a fundamental question of how central banks respond to the
financial system being reshaped by technology
– How should central bank money be deployed in the 21st century?
– Are existing infrastructure and institutional regulations appropriate to the
structure of the new technology?

•

What stance should central banks take?
– Observe and respond
– Actively mold the emerging system
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Implications for central banks
•

Challenges
– Emergence of an alternative settlement asset, implications for monetary
policy (Friedman)
– Emergence of financial services outside the existing regulatory perimeter,
implications for financial stability and prudential regulation of both
infrastructure and institutions

•

Opportunities
– Chance to influence reshaping of financial system through technology (Wolf)
– Potential new levers from central bank issued digital currency, elimination of
the zero lower bound (Kimball, Rogoff)
– Broader access to financial services
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Broader implications for society
•

Access to financial services.
– 2m UK adults without bank accounts
– 2.5bn people in the world without access to financial services

•

Users are increasingly interacting with the financial system using
phones as primary interface
– Estimated that 80% of the world’s population will have a smartphone
within 5 years
– In the developing world, non-banks are providing financial services (e.g.
telecoms/technology companies)

•

In the near future the financial system could be supporting billions of
new users – possibly double the current size
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